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Beyond Our Borders 

 

President’s Message 

 

September 2014 is a special month for North 

Durham Nature as it is our first anniversary.  

Last year a small group of people interested in 

nature and ecology formed North Durham 

Nature under the watchful guidance of our 

Board of Directors.  We now have 67 

members who participate in our Talks and 

Walks program.  Our Board presently consists 

of six dedicated members who design and 

deliver our programs, organize events, 

manage the website, communicate with you, 

look after the administration and produce this 

excellent newsletter. 

 

We would like to see more members involved 

to add knowledge, ideas and resources to our 

programs, events and administrative 

activities.  In a nut (or bird) shell, North 

Durham Nature needs more volunteers.  We 

would like to build a group of volunteers to 

work with directors on various activities such 

as helping set-up the room for each event, 

assisting leaders on field trips, and 

performing other duties, such as bookkeeping. 

 

Please contact me or any of our directors if 

you would like to be more active in North 

Durham Nature.  Thanks for being part of the 

team! 

 

Alan Wells, President  

 

Bio-Inspiration 

 

Nature has always enthralled us and its 

marvels have been the foundation of many 

wonderful inventions, such as rubber, hydro 

power and so much more. Recently, there is a 

renewed interest in plants and animals and 

their attributes are being explored with new 

and creative objectives.  

 

The shimmering green surface of the 

Margaritaria nobilis seed has inspired 

scientists to design a fiber which changes 

colour as it is stretched. As tension is applied 

to the thread it changes from red to green and 

then yellow. This has great potential for use 

in micro-surgery. A surgeon operating remote 

equipment would know exactly how much 

tension to apply to surgical thread by 

observing the colour change. Other more 

well-known examples of bio-inspiration 

include Velcro, which was invented by Swiss 

Burdock seed 

head 
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engineer George de Mestral who returned 

from a walk with his dog in 1941 and noticed 

the burdock seeds caught in his dog’s fur. On 

closer inspection the seeds had hooks on them 

which attached securely onto the loops in the 

fur. The way water runs off a lotus leaf is due 

to the rough nano structure of the plant’s 

surface. Water forms droplets and rolls off, 

inspiring the invention of self-cleaning glass, 

which is cleaned when rain rolls off, 

collecting dust and dirt as it goes! 

 

Hope for Amphibians 

 

Scientists have made a key discovery that 

may help counter the loss of countless species 

of amphibians to a deadly fungus. Frogs and 

other amphibians have been among the worst 

hit of all species in recent years - more than 

one-third of the more than 6,000 amphibian 

species are now listed as “threatened” or are 

already extinct. 

 

A devastating chytrid fungus, 

Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, has been 

blamed as the agent infecting frogs, 

salamanders and other amphibians, often 

fatally. But now a team in the US has found 

that it is possible for a certain type of toad to 

acquire immunity to the fungus – a discovery 

that could hold out the possibility of saving 

some of the threatened amphibian populations 

around the globe. Time will tell how effective 

this is! 

 

Bird-like Herbivore Discovered 

 

Dr Pascal Godefroit, a paleontologist with the 

Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences in 

Brussels, and his colleagues have discovered 

the fossilized remains of a feathered plant-

eating dinosaur that lived in the lowlands of 

Siberia, between 169 and 144 million years 

ago. Previously only carnivorous dinosaurs 

were known to have had feathers so this new 

species indicates that all dinosaurs could have 

been feathered. 

 

 

Reconstruction of Kulindadromeus zabaikalicus. 

Image credit: Andrey Atuchin. 

 

The new dinosaur, named Kulindadromeus 

zabaikalicus, was a small plant-eater, only 

about one meter long. It had long hind legs 

and short arms, with five strong fingers. Its 

snout was short, and its teeth show clear 

adaptations to plant eating. In evolutionary 

terms, it sits low on the scale of ornithischian 

dinosaurs. Six skulls and several hundred 

partial skeletons of Kulindadromeus 

zabaikalicus were recovered from the Kulinda 

fossil site in eastern Siberia. 

Gecko Love 

Russian researchers have discovered that 

geckos sent into space to have their sexual 

habits and reproductive success evaluated, 

didn’t do so well, when it comes to love-

making. In fact, they all died. However 

Russian flies did reproduce successfully. Not 

sure why, but the correct use of a “fly” can be 

an important part of reproductive success. 

Scientists have just discovered that the centre 

of Jupiter is the letter “i”. 

Oh by the way, I'm reading a book about anti-

gravity.....it's impossible to put down! 

http://cdn4.sci-news.com/images/2014/07/image_2079-Kulindadromeus-zabaikalicus.jpg
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Closer to Home –  

News from Bird Studies Canada 

State of the Birds Report Assesses Bird 

Health (reprinted from BSC’s recent 

newsletter) 

North American bird populations are 

declining in several key habitats, according to 

The State of the Birds 2014. In addition to 

assessing population trends, the authors 

created a “Watch List” of 230 bird species 

that are currently endangered or at risk of 

becoming endangered unless they receive 

significant conservation help. Fortunately, the 

report also reveals that bird populations are 

recovering in some cases. 

The report was prepared by the U.S. 

Committee of the North American Bird 

Conservation Initiative, a 23-member 

partnership of government agencies and 

organizations dedicated to advancing bird 

conservation. The scientists analyzed four 

decades of data from several continental-scale 

monitoring programs, including the North 

American Breeding Bird Survey and the 

Christmas Bird Count. Bird Studies Canada 

thanks all those who participate in our Citizen 

Science programs – your contributions make 

reports like this and the complimentary State 

of Canada’s Birds possible!  

New Birds and Climate Change Report 

Released  

A new study warns that climate change is a 

serious threat to nearly half of the bird species 

in the continental United States and Canada. 

According to Audubon’s Birds and Climate 

Change Report, 314 North American bird 

species will lose more than 50% of their 

current ranges by 2080. The study predicts 

that 126 of those species will lose more than 

50% of their current ranges by 2050, with no 

possibility of moving elsewhere if global 

warming continues on its current trajectory.  

To learn more, visit: 

http://www.stateofthebirds.org/ and 

http://www.birdlife.org/americas/news/climat

e-change-threatens-314-north-american-bird-

species 

Climate Change Science Aided by Huge 

but “Invisible” Efforts of Amateurs 

If you do citizen science, then professional 

scientists owe you their thanks. A recent 

study found that more than half of everything 

we know about migratory birds and climate 

change depended on data provided by citizen 

scientists. Hundreds of thousands of volunteer 

data collectors are out there gathering and 

reporting essential data for the scientists to 

use. Data collected by amateurs underpins up 

to 77 percent of the studies in this field, but 

that fact is largely invisible by the time the 

research appears in journals, according to a 

study published in the open-access journal 

PLOS ONE (http://www.plosone.org/).  

http://www.stateofthebirds.org/
http://stateofcanadasbirds.org/
http://stateofcanadasbirds.org/
http://climate.audubon.org/
http://climate.audubon.org/
http://www.stateofthebirds.org/
http://www.birdlife.org/americas/news/climate-change-threatens-314-north-american-bird-species
http://www.birdlife.org/americas/news/climate-change-threatens-314-north-american-bird-species
http://www.birdlife.org/americas/news/climate-change-threatens-314-north-american-bird-species
http://dx.plos.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0106508
http://dx.plos.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0106508
http://www.plosone.org/
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Book Review 

 

Trees of Eastern North America. 2014. Gil 

Nelson, Christopher J. Earle and Richard 

Spellenberg. Princeton University Press, 

Princeton, N.J. Softcover 720 pages. $29.95 

USD. (ISBN 978-0-691-11459-14). 

 

One of the areas of 

nature that I struggle 

with a bit is the 

identification of 

trees. Sure I can do 

all the easy ones – 

oaks, maples, pines, 

some spruce, etc. 

But others leave me 

wondering and 

Cheesewood, 

Corkwood and 

Oleaster leave me speechless. Help! I need a 

good tree book … and again Princeton has 

come to my rescue. This newest book on the 

trees of eastern North America is a life-saver.  

Covering 825 species of trees, it is by far the 

most inclusive of all guides on the market 

today.  

 

Let me take you on a walk through the book, 

so you can decide if it deserves a place in 

your library. The book opens with a section 

on the topography of trees and their 

component parts – leaves, stems, twigs and 

roots are defined and variations described. 

Visual keys to winter twigs, and select 

gymnosperms (e.g. conifers) and angiosperms 

(e.g. deciduous trees and shrubs) are offered 

to help narrow down the search when trying 

to identify an unknown species. 

 

Each tree species is well described and is 

supported by numerous excellent paintings 

showing key features. The sample page below 

shows some of the detail of a typical entry. 

The key components of each description 

include: (1) Quick ID - tips to rapidly see if 

this is the tree being identified, (2) Detailed 

description of size, shape, features, leaves, 

etc., (3) Habitat and Range and (4) Notes. A 

colour range map provides quick reference 

regarding the areas where the tree species 

might be expected. No sense looking in 

Ontario for a Eucalyptus or Odourless 

Bayberry. As one moves from one family of 

tree to another, the text offers descriptions of 

each family to help see if this is even the 

correct place to be looking.  

 

In a nutshell, so to speak, the book is great. I 

have older ones, such as the Trees of Canada, 

that I will keep and use, but it’s in black and 

white and clearly outdated. The style of this new 

book is eye-pleasing and informative and easy to 

use. The colours of the plates are vivid and 

understandable. Each plate contains images of 

the tree’s profile, the bark, the leaves, their 

orientation, and fruits, seeds and/or nuts. Will 

you like it? Not sure – that’s up to you. For me it 

serves a purpose and I can’t wait to field test it. 
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There’s one tree in my yard that has been 

bugging me for 3 years as I don’t know what it is 

.. well here we go – let’s try to use the book to 

identify it … hmmm right size and shape, leaves 

look good - well that was easy – a Green Ash it 

seems. Well, I can’t be sure until it produces its 

seed pods but the book got me closer than I’ve 

been in months and it only took me 6 minutes to 

figure it out! – Wish I had found this great book 

sooner! 

Celebrating Martha 

As many of you might know, Martha, the last 

Passenger Pigeon, died at 1 p.m., 1 September 

1914, age 29, in the Cincinnati Zoological 

Garden. What a sad testimonial to our cavalier 

disregard for wildlife. 

Quick Facts about Ectopistes migratorius,    

the Passenger Pigeon 

1. Estimated population in 1800s – 3.5 

billion 

2. By 1850s, 300,000 dead pigeons being 

shipped to New York City 

3. 1878 - >10 million birds killed in 

Michigan state 

4. 1890- only a few thousand birds left 

5. 1900  - last known wild pigeon shot in 

Ohio 

Passenger Pigeon. 2014. Errol Fuller. 

Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J. 

Hardcover 177 pages. $29.95 USD. (ISBN 

978-0-691-16295-9). 

 

What a sad thing that we 

have to celebrate that a 

species is gone forever – 

but that’s what we are 

doing in 2014 as we mark 

the passing of Martha, the 

last Passenger Pigeon. 

Much has been written 

about her, especially this 

year, and more will come. 

One ambitious scientist is 

even suggesting we may be able to clone a new 

Passenger Pigeon from stored DNA! This book 

is not scientific in nature, nor is it intended to tell 

you everything about Passenger Pigeons, but it 

will introduce you to the subject. You will learn 

about the natural history of this species that once 

occurred in the billions. You will learn how and 

why its populations declined and even gain 

insights as to why no effort was made to save it 

until it was almost too late. Clumsy efforts in 

zoos failed and the last pigeons died off one by 

one. You will see the innovative techniques 

sportsmen employed to kill thousands of birds at 

a time. You will see how the birds were utilized 

and how they were wasted.  John James 

Audubon summarized what it was like when the 

birds were at their heyday: 

 

“Before sunset I reached Louisville 

…The pigeons were still passing in 

undiminished numbers, and continued 

to do so for three days in succession. ... 

The banks of the Ohio were crowded 

with men and boys, incessantly 

shooting at the pilgrims … Multitudes 

were thus destroyed. For a week or 

more, the population fed on no other 

flesh than that of Pigeons … Let us now 

kind reader inspect their nightly ... 

roosting places on the banks of the 
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Secret Gardens 

Exploring North Durham’s Nature 

Green River in Kentucky. As the period 

of their arrivals approached, their foes 

anxiously prepared to receive them. 

Some were furnished with iron-pots 

containing sulphur, others with pine-

knots, and many with poles and the rest 

with guns…. Thousands [of birds]were 

soon knocked down by the pole-men. 

The birds continued to pour in. … It 

was a scene of uproar and confusion … 

Persons unacquainted with these birds 

might naturally conclude that such 

dreadful havoc would soon put an end 

to the species. But I have satisfied 

myself, by long observation, that 

nothing but the gradual diminution of 

our forests can accomplish their 

decrease, as they not unfrequently 

quadruple their numbers yearly and 

always at least double it.” 

 

Well I guess he was wrong on that one! 

Regardless, if you want to learn more about 

the Passenger Pigeons, this is a great book to 

have and to share. 

 

Nonquon Provincial Wildlife Area 

 

Article by Cara Gregory 

 

If you are looking for a quiet spot for a hike, a 

paddle, to bird watch or hand feed 

chickadees, this hidden gem just a few 

minutes north of downtown Port Perry could 

be a new place for you to explore! 

 

This 1120 hectares (2768 acres) of publicly 

owned property is managed by the Ontario 

Ministry of Natural Resources & Forestry.  

The Nonquon River flows through this 

Provincial Wildlife Area for 16.5 km where it 

eventually empties into Lake Scugog.  Its 

wetlands are extremely valuable as they help 

to clean the water, reduce flooding and 

erosion, and provide habitat for a variety of 

plants and animals. It is this lush wetland 

habitat, along with the diverse number of 

other habitats found here, that have led to the 

presence of a large variety of flora and fauna.   

 

The Nonquon Environmental Education 

Centre, run by the Durham District School 

Board, is located within its boundaries.  The 

educational area is approximately 150 

hectares or 370 acres in size. The centre 

provides a hands-on nature experience for 

students, where they learn about the ecology 

and the value of this increasingly rare wetland 

area.   The Friends of Nonquon, a small local 

volunteer organization, run nature-focussed 

public events throughout the year to share 

their knowledge of this property with others.  

Information on upcoming events for this 

group can be found on the North Durham 

Nature website. 

 

There are a number of different trails 

available for the public to walk. Trail systems 

are accessible at different points along both 

Old Simcoe Road and Scugog Line 10.  These 

driveways are located at 1710 Scugog Line 10 

American 

Woodcock 
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and 19745 Old Simcoe Road, just north of 

Reach Street in Port Perry.   

 

Each season has a lot to offer in terms of 

wildlife viewing and enjoyment.  The wetland 

provides a resting and refuelling stop for 

migrating birds in the spring and fall.  Many 

migrating warblers and waterfowl can be 

viewed during these times.  Bird watchers or 

nature photographers may be lucky to get a 

quick look or photo of migrating birds such as 

the Sandhill Crane, Hooded Merganser, 

Bufflehead, Blue-headed Vireo or 

Blackburnian Warblers at these special times, 

along with many other migrants.   

 

The wetland is alive with music during the 

spring when the mating calls of many birds 

and amphibians fill the air.  Spring Peepers 

and Wood Frogs can be heard earlier in the 

spring, followed later by the Leopard and 

Green Frogs. The diverse habitats provide 

nesting spots for myriad birds and other 

wildlife.  If you look very carefully, you may 

spot a White-tailed Deer fawn curled up in the 

tall grasses or forest edge.  In addition to the 

many natural tree cavities on the property, 

where you may spot a nesting woodpecker or 

Northern Saw-whet Owl, Wood Duck boxes, 

placed in various locations provide a nesting 

cavity for these arboreal ducks. There are a 

few blue bird boxes, providing a home for 

bluebirds, Tree Swallows, chickadees and 

House Wrens.  

 

In the summer months, Midland Painted 

Turtles can be seen basking on logs in the 

warm sunshine, while mother Snapping 

Turtles come out of the water in June to find a 

place to lay their eggs.  Many wildflowers are 

out during this time as well, such as the lovely 

Wild Columbine or Yellow Lady’s Slipper.  

Many butterflies, like the Baltimore 

Checkerspot, dragonflies, like the Green 

Darner, and many other fascinating insects 

can be seen.  You may hear a loud slap on the 

water if you get close to a beaver lodge, 

which is highly likely, as there are several 

families of beaver living here.   

 

In the winter, one can see lots of evidence of 

animals that have stayed and remain active all 

winter, like the Red Fox, through the tracks 

they leave in the snow!  Other animals like 

the Eastern Chipmunk, or the Garter Snake 

have gone into their winter hiding places, and 

we will not see them again until spring.  

Winter at Nonquon is a great time to put on a 

pair of snowshoes, and hike into the forest 

with some black oil sunflower seeds and try 

your luck at getting some chickadees to land 

in your hand.  The contrast of the beautiful 

red colour of the wetland’s dogwood shrubs 

against the white of the fallen snow is a 

breathtaking sight.   

 

There is something to be enjoyed by nature 

lovers of all ages, whenever you decide to 

visit!  Hopefully you and your family will 

make many visits and learn to love this 

hidden gem, take care of it, and make as 

many fond memories here in your lifetime, as 

I have and continue to make in mine. 
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Remembering 

Summer and 

Enjoying Autumn  

 

Autumn Along the Trail 

 

Article and photos by Nancy Melcher 

 

The heat of summer is a fading memory, and 

shorter, coolers days are the norm. Long pants 

and a jacket replace shorts and sandals as 

essential accessories. Albert Camus said, 

“Autumn is a second spring, when every leaf 

is a flower.” As you head out to take a hike or 

ride on your favourite local trail, take some 

time to look for interesting natural wonders 

besides the blazing firestorm of falling leaves.  

 

Many insect-eating birds are heading for 

warmer, buggier climes. A new set of feathers 

is a crucial part of a successful migration. 

However the brilliant spring plumages of the 

males are no longer needed, as they're not 

seeking mates at this time of the year. Indeed, 

Roger Tory Peterson, author and illustrator of 

many handy field guides, dubbed some, 

“confusing fall warblers”, because so many of 

their outstanding field marks and bright 

colours have become muted with these birds' 

fall traveling attire. Gone also are their songs 

– no territories to proclaim from conspicuous 

branches or tree tops. The trails are a much 

quieter place now.  

 

Closer to our feet, we can find the fruits of the 

labours of trees and wildflowers. Acorns and 

other nuts litter trails, evergreen trees bend 

under the weight of bulging cones, wild apple 

trees droop with boughs of fruit, elliptical ash 

seeds flutter to the ground, and ubiquitous 

burrs stick to everyone's socks and trouser 

legs. Burdock, Beggars Ticks and buttercup 

seeds travel great distances from their parent 

plants this way, a clever dispersal 

mechanism!  

 

Squirrels and chipmunks will gather many of 

these seeds, storing them in larders and 

caches throughout the forest for winter 

nourishment. Chipmunks prefer beechnuts, 

and stuff as many as 32 in their cheek 

pouches for transport to their underground 

larder caches. Maple seeds are another choice 

food source for this striped ground dweller. 

Red squirrels prefer white spruce cones, and 

will consume the seeds of upwards of 40 

cones a day in extreme cold weather. Like 

chipmunks, they create large stores of winter 

food in one or two locations. Grey squirrels 

have a different approach, scattering their 

food hoards over a wide area of their territory 

instead.  

 

Don't forget to look up as well. In the daylight 

you'll see clouds and skeins of geese – fun, 

but commonplace compared to what's up 

there at night. On a clear night you can see 
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satellites, perhaps the International Space 

Station, constellations, the moon, the Milky 

Way, and if you're lucky, a comet. Find a safe 

place, take binoculars, dress for the cool 

evenings, and check www.heavens-

above.com, for satellites fly-bys. You'll need 

to pick your location (“configuration”) to get 

specific times for that place.  

 

For some their favourite autumn scenes are 

the naked birches, standing out against a 

backdrop of evergreens, brown and orange 

oaks, and yellow maples. J.K. Rowling, in 

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, puts it 

very well. “Autumn seemed to arrive 

suddenly that year. The morning of the first of 

September was crisp and golden as an 

apple...” Be sure to enjoy your own crisp, 

golden mornings.  

 

   

SUNDERLAND BUTTERFLY COUNT  

Article by James Kamstra 

 

The Sunderland butterfly count was held on 

July 6, 2014.  The count takes place in a 24 

km diameter circle in North Durham that is 

centred on Udora and includes: Sunderland, 

Blackwater, Wilfred, and Brown Hill.  One 

third of the circle extends into Georgina 

Township of York Region.   

 

The 31 participants in 12 parties headed out to 

find and count all of the butterflies in their 

respective areas.  In total an impressive 62 

species were recorded, making it not only the 

highest in the 18 years of the count, but the 

highest ever of any count in Ontario (or for 

that matter, Canada)!  A total of 72 butterfly 

species have been recorded in the 18 year 

history of the count, so the lion’s share was 

found in 2014.   

 

Spring was delayed this year resulting in 

somewhat later emergence of many 

butterflies, but nearly all were at least starting 

to come out by count date.  There were also a 

few lingering individuals of early species that 

rarely make it into July.  Dreamy Duskywing, 

Juvenal’s Duskywing, Arctic Skipper and 

Cherry Gall Azure were all found.   

 

The most noteworthy find was a Green 

Comma found by Tom Mason near Udora.  

This is a northern species that had not been 

reported in Durham Region for decades.  

Another species typically more northern is 

Indian Skipper observed by James Kamstra 

http://www.heavens-above.com/
http://www.heavens-above.com/
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near Bolsover.  Two rare Hickory Hairstreaks 

were observed and photographed by Bob 

Yukich near Blackwater. A few species were 

in particularly high numbers.  Clouded 

Sulfurs were almost everywhere including 

some agricultural fields.  The beautiful 

Baltimore Checkerspot was more abundant 

than ever with a record high count of 475.  

We also found a record number of Little 

Glassywings, an expanding southern species 

that was considered rare a few years ago.   

 

Numbers of migrant species, which fluctuate 

considerably between years (e.g. Red 

Admiral, American Lady and Question 

Mark), were low this year.  Monarchs 

bounced back somewhat from last year’s 

dreadful low.  There were 10 times as many 

Monarchs as in 2013 but only a tenth of the 

number counted in 2012!   

 

BUTTERFLY SPECIES INDIVIDUALS 

 Black Swallowtail 5 

 Can. Tiger Swallowtail 6 

 Eastern Tiger Swallowtail 24 

 Tiger Swallowtail sp. 41 

 Mustard White 141 

 Cabbage White 387 

 Clouded Sulfur 1539 

 Alfalfa Orange 14 

 Harvester 2 

 American Copper 5 

 Bronze Copper 7 

 Coral Hairstreak 16 

 Acadian Hairstreak 33 

 Banded Hairstreak 4 

 Hickory Hairstreak 2 

 Striped Hairstreak 41 

 Eastern Tailed Blue 14 

 Cherry Gall Azure 1 

 Summer Azure 234 

 Silvery Blue 6 

 Great Spangled Fritillary 203 

 Silver-bordered Fritillary 1 

 Meadow Fritillary 28 

 Pearl  Crescent 66 

 Northern Crescent 1218 

 Baltimore 475 

 Question Mark 4 

 Eastern Comma 16 

 Gray Comma 20 

 Green Comma 1 

 Mourning Cloak 9 

 Compton's Tortoiseshell 1 

 Milbert's Tortoiseshell 2 

 American Painted Lady 10 

 Red Admiral 35 

 White Admiral 60 

 Red-spotted Purple 2 

 Viceroy 31 

 Northern Pearly-Eye 56 

 Northern Eyed Brown 373 

 Appalachian Brown 13 

 Little Wood Satyr 44 

 Common Wood Nymph 165 

 Inornate Ringlet 72 

 Monarch 49 

 Silver-spotted Skipper 36 

 Northern Cloudywing 18 

 Dreamy Duskywing 1 

 Juvenal's Duskywing 1 

 Arctic Skipper 1 

 Least Skipper 99 

 European Skipper 1078 

 Indian Skipper 1 

 Peck's Skipper 157 

 Tawny-edged Skipper 162 

 Crossline Skipper 27 

 Long Dash Skipper 285 

 Northern Broken Dash 60 

 Little Glassywing 48 

 Delaware Skipper 58 

 Hobomok Skipper 42 

 Broad-winged Skipper 12 

 Dion Skipper 9 

 Dun Skipper 116 

 TOTAL  SPECIES  62 

  INDIVIDUALS 7687 

 

For a complete listing of participants, some 

exciting photos of some butterflies, a list of all 

species and numbers of individuals please visit 

North Durham Nature website. 
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Durham Fall Field Day 

By Brian Henshaw, Beacon Environmental Ltd. 

This was the 80th year of the Fall Field Day 

first started in 1934. Eighteen birders 

recorded 163 species in Durham Region, one 

short of the all-time record. The highest team 

total was 110 species (the record remains at 

134 species).   

 

Migrants were briefly present along the 

lakefront after dawn, but larger numbers were 

found inland in many areas. There was a 

preponderance of late birds and record-high 

counts, reflective of the late season, but some 

later-arriving fall migrants were absent.  

Great Egrets tied a high count and Northern 

Shoveler (119), American Wigeon (222) and 

N. Pintail (105) were record highs. Most of 

these birds were at Cranberry Marsh. A 

moderate flight of raptors included over 2000 

Broad-winged Hawks. Merlins tied kestrels at 

seven, indicating big trouble ahead for the 

smaller declining cousin. One lucky observer 

watched a Merlin at Nonquon S.L. try to 

catch a nighthawk. In a flurry of feathers, the 

nighthawk eventually escaped the falcon’s 

grasp by flying higher and higher. It flew off, 

wiser and obviously shaken but unharmed.  

 

Three separate pairs of Sandhill Cranes 

represented a new species for the 80 year 

count, testament to their local breeding. 

Remarkably a calling N. Saw-whet Owl was 

also a first for the count. A single Long-eared 

Owl was only the third ever. Despite the 

ongoing lack of habitat along the lakeshore, 

shorebirds totaled 20 species - the best for 

years. Highlights included a Ruddy 

Turnstone, three Long-billed Dowitchers at 

Corner Marsh and a Red-necked Phalarope at 

Cannington Sewage Lagoons. A Parasitic 

Jaeger at the Iroquois hawk watch was 

unexpected.  

 

Twenty-one species of warblers were found 

but the over 400 individuals was likely a 

record count. Included were several record-

high counts for individual species.  

 

The sparrows were the only really 

disappointing group although a Grasshopper 

Sparrow was only the 4th ever. 

  

The biggest misses were Golden-crowned 

Kinglet (after last year`s bad winter perhaps 

not surprising), N. Screech-owl, American 

Coot and Ruffed Grouse.  Overall we found 

17 record-high species counts and two new 

species – an excellent day topped-off with 

food and drink coordinated by Kim Baker.  

 

Other Observations  

Mammals: Red Squirrel 20, Gray Squirrel 

33, Eastern Chipmunk 14, Eastern Cottontail 

10; Mink 1. Herps: Wood Frog 1, Green Frog 

1, Midland Painted Turtle 2. Lepidoptera: 

Monarch 220; Clouded Sulphur 1; Mourning 

Cloak 1; Red Admiral 1. Odonates: few 

darners, Green Darner 2; few meadowhawks.  
 

For a complete listing of all species and numbers 

of individuals please visit North Durham Nature 

website. 
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Club Events  

 

Outing: any Thursday in October – join Geoff 

Carpentier at the Cranberry Hawk Watch in 

Whitby to view migrating hawks – best days 

are those with light northwest winds. Note 

that on rainy days or days with persistent 

south winds, Geoff may choose to hawk 

watch on Wednesday or Friday. So, unless the 

winds are clearly from the north, please email 

Geoff to see which day is best to visit the 

hawk watch with him. 

Indoor Program: October 23 – 7 p.m. 

Astronomy Night with Steve Laforest – Port 

Perry Library and outdoors to view the stars 

Outing: Sunday Nov 9th - 10 a.m.                

“In search of the cavity nesters” with Mark 

Stabb   

Indoor Program: November 26 – 7 p.m. 

Invasive Species with Martin Galloway – 

Uxbridge Senior’s Centre 

Check website or email /call for more details 

Derek at dconn50@powergate.ca                    

 905-852-5432 

Kid’s Christmas Bird Count 

Children enjoy watching and learning about 

birds as much as adults do!  Bring your kids 

to the annual Kid’s Christmas Bird 

Count.  Participants and their expert leaders 

will go on a short hike to search for wintering 

birds.  Expert birders help the children to 

identify the birds, record the numbers of each 

type of bird they see, and learn interesting 

facts about them.  Results are compared and 

discussed at the end of the count and 

forwarded to Bird Studies Canada to be 

included in similar nation-wide Christmas 

surveys.  There will be binoculars available to 

borrow for those who do not have any, but 

supplies are limited, so please bring your own 

if you have them.  A warm beverage will be 

served at the end of the hike.  Donations are 

welcome.  This event is collectively run by 

both North Durham Nature and the Friends of 

Nonquon.  We hope to see you there! 

Children must be accompanied by an adult 

please. 

Nature in Art 

Our scheduled September Member’s Night 

morphed into something great. Thanks to 

forwarding thinking individuals, we joined 

Uxbridge’s Celebration of the Arts festivities 

and hosted the first ever Nature in Art event at 

the Uxbridge Senior’s Centre. Local artisans 

and club members showcased their wares for 

all to see and enjoy. Art, crafts, fly fishing 

ties, photography, books, birdhouses and so 

much more were on display. And best of all 

the North Durham Strings orchestra serenaded 

us all evening as they jammed for nature! We 

are looking forward to participating again 

next year and make the event even more 

spectacular.  
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For more information 

about NDN  

Newsletter Editorial 

Board 

Board of Directors: 

Alan Wells – President/Treasurer 

Derek Connelly – Vice-President 

Mark Stabb – Secretary 

Geoff Carpentier – Newsletter Editor 

Cara Gregory – Director at Large 

John McLean – Director at Large 

Jay Thibert - Director at Large 

 

 

Thanks to all the organizers, musicians and 

facilitators who ran the slide shows, took 

membership enquiries, fed us and entertained 

us. And of course thanks to all the exhibitors! 

 

 

Geoff Carpentier – Editor 

John McLean - Editorial Assistant 

Nancy Melcher - Editorial Assistant 

 

 

For more information visit our website at:              

      www.northdurhamnatureclub.com 

 

 

Note: All photos and text by Geoff Carpentier 

unless otherwise stated 

 

http://www.northdurhamnatureclub.com/

